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Hans de Beaufort trophy in Doetinchem, The Netherlands

Multi-time FIM Motocross World Champion Jeffrey Herlings was awarded with the pre-
stigious “Hans de Beaufort trophy” on the occasion of the KNMV Gala at the Amphion
Theater in Doetinchem, The Netherlands. The trophy represents the highest honour in
Dutch Motorsports and is handed over once a year to a sportsman who has delivered
a performance of world class and who has also proved to be a real ambassador for
motorsport and KNMV.
Hans de Beaufort was a rider in the 2nd World War who has lost his own life while he
tried to save the lives of many others.
Statement from the board of KNMV, the “Koninklijke Nederlandse Motorrijders Vereni-
ging”: 
“Jeffrey is a triple world champion motocross with one title in the 85cc and two in the
MX2 class.
In both 2014 and 2015 Jeffrey was gloriously leading the World Championship series,
but he was struck by bad luck on several occasions and was unable to extend his im-

Dr Wolfgang Srb, FIM Europe President, with Jeffrey Herlings, winner of the Hans de Beaufort trophy.



From the top, Dr Wolfgang Srb, FIM Europe President, with Jeffrey Herlings, winner of the Hans de Beaufort trophy.
Above, from the left Patrice Assendelft, CEO of KNMV, Martin de Graaff, 1st Vice President FIM Europe, Dr Wolfgang
Srb, FIM Europe President and Jan de Geus, KNMV President.



About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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pressive list of world titles. Yet before he was injured he had proved to be the best
MX2 rider in the world by far.
In order to win the Hans de Beaufort trophy one needs to deliver world class per-
formances, which he has done by remaining at top sports level for a number of
years, but one has to act as an ambassador for motorcycling as well.
The second element in particular has convinced the board of the KNMV to grant
this award to Jeffrey right now. As years went by Jeffrey has developed more and
more into a real ambassador for both the KNMV and the sport. As time    a pro-
fessional sportsman permits he is prepared to make contributions to the deve-
lopment of the sport, also towards young riders”.
FIM Europe President Dr. Wolfgang Srb, who has handed over the trophy to Jef-
frey Herlings, stated: “He is a rider with an incredible talent. Everything he does
on the bike looks so easy, what is probably the highest level of riding. He has de-
veloped over the years to a real ambassador of the sport and has the potential to
become one of the most successful Motocross riders in the history of the sport”.


